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How Writing By Hand Makes Kids Smarter
Younger Americans are typing or texting more and writing less, even in school - and
that's a problem when it comes to brain development
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Writing increases neural activity r' ,S
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University education professor Steve Graham. "There is a reader effect that i{Tnsidious,} do'*1,* t'\\rr-"\.
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pencils"). In Japan, an iPhone game called kanji kentei - a character quiz with 12 levelp
- has become a hit with all age groups.

Heather Horn in The Atlantic Wire says that while all this research is fascinating, .- \
it mostly shows that "scientists are finally beginning to explore what writers have long _rl1- .
suspected." She notes a 1985 article inthe Paris Review in which the interviewer asks -.r {- *o
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Helpful Vocabulary:
Ubiquity: the state of being everywhere
Mediocre: ordinary; not special
Insidlous: intended to enfiap; sneaky
Elusive: hard to define
Lucidity: clarity; clear.

Possible WN topics:
. Do you think that writing by hand is good exercise for your brain? Why? Why

not?
. Do you agree that writing by hand might create different thinking than those

thoughts you generate when you type?
. Reflect on whether you are writing enough in your Writer's Notebook.
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pencils"). In Japan, an iPhone game called kanji kentei - a character quiz with 12 levels
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Helpful Vocabulary:
Ubiquity: the state of being everywhere
Mediocre: ordinary; not special
Insidious: intended to entrap; sneaky
Elusive: hard to define
Lucidity: clarity; clear.

Possible WN topics:
. Do you think that writing by hand is good exercise for your brain? Why? Why

not?
' Do you agree that writing by hand might create different thinking than those

thoughts you generate when you type?
. Reflect on whether you are writing enough in your Writer's Notebook.
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How Writing By Hand Makes Kids Smarter
Younger Americans are typing or texting more and writing less, even in school - and
that's a problergwhen it comes to brain developnent
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Heather Horn in The Atlantic *# ffi1f,i"*o?t*,,t*is research is fascinating,

it mostly shows that "scientists are finally beginning to explore what writers have long
suspected." She notes a 1985 article in the Panb Review in which the interviewer asks
novelist Robert Stone if he mostly types his manuscripts. His reply: "Yes, until something
becomes elusive. Then I write in longhand in order to be precise. On a typewriter or wprd
processor you can rush something that shouldn't be rushed - you can lose nuance, -' I
richness, lucidity. The pen compels lucidity."
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Helpful Vocabulary:
Ubiquity: the state of being everywhere
Mediocre: ordinary; not special
Insidious: intended to entrap; sneaky
Elusive: hard to define
Lucidity: clarity; clear.

Possible WN topics:
' Do you think that writing by hand is good exercise for your brain? Why? Why

not?
' Do you agree that writing by hand might create different thinking than those

thoughts you generate when you type?
' Reflect on whether you are writing enough in your Writer's Notebook.
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How Writing By Hand Makes Kids Smarter
Younger Americans are typing or texting more and writing less, even in school - and
that's a problem when it comes to brain development

With the ubiquity of keyboards large and small, neither children nor adults need
hand. That's a big problem, says Gwendolyn Bounds in The

Street Journal that handwriting is important for brain
development and cognition - helping kids hone fine motor skills and learn to express
and generate ideas. Yet the time devoted to teaching penmanship in most grade schools
has shrunk to just o_nq hour a week. Is it time to break out the legal pad? Here's a look at
how the brain and penmanship interact:
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Heather Hom in @7thr;@5ra:ys that while all this research is fascinating,
it mostly shows that "scientiBtsE finally beginning to explore what writers have long
suspected." She notes a 1985 article inthe Paris Review in which the interviewer asks
novelist Robert Stone if he most$ types his manuscripts. His reply: "Yes, until something
becomes elusive. Then I write in longhqqd in order to be precise, On a typewriter or word
processor you can rush something thKqb- oIlfiEbe rushed - you can lose nuance,
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Helpful Vocabulary:
Ubiquity: the state of being everywhere
Mediocre: ordinary; not special
Insidious: intended to entrap; sneaky
Elusive: hard to define
Lucidity: clarity; clear.

Possible WN topics:
. Do you think that writing by hand is good exercise for your brain? Why? Why

not?
. Do you agree that writing by hand might create different thinking than those

thoughts you generate when you type?
. Reflect on whether you are writing enough in your Writer's Notebook.


